The Change Maker’s
Toolkit

Using this
toolkit

Do your
research

A resource to influence change

Big problems or specific issues?

“

I go to all
the strategic
partnership
meetings but
nothing changes —
I don’t dare miss
one for fear that
will be the one that
makes a difference.

We want to
influence people
in a positive
way by building
relationships with
decision makers —
what we don’t know
is how to do this.

We try to do
influencing but
only a couple of
staff really get
it — the main
challenge is how to
get everyone else
to see its value.
People are wary of
politics.

Sound familiar? Are the people you support always feeling the consequences of
bad decisions somewhere else in the system? As small charities you are uniquely
placed to know how national and local policies and practice are having an impact
on the ground – you see it day-to-day. You have the expertise to generate solutions
from a simple change of policy to new innovative forms of best practice that can
help improve outcomes for the people who use your services. The challenge: how
to know what realistically you should ask for and successfully get others on board.
There’s no one size fits all approach to making effective change. It’s more art than
science, but the following questions and tools are a good starting point to think
through practically how to win decision makers to your cause.

Sometimes you’ll know exactly what needs to change and
what the solution is. Often it’s more complicated than that.
Lots of charities are excellent at responding to the symptoms
they are presented with.
People show up hungry — the answer’s obvious — feed them.
But as charities know only too well, underlying all of these
symptoms are often bigger challenges, which themselves are
informed by countless other contributing factors.
Why are people hungry? Because they can’t afford food. Why
can’t they afford food? Because they’ve had their benefits
sanctioned. Why have they been sanctioned? Because the
system is unfair. How is the system unfair? And so on…
The key to effective influencing (and not just shouting into
the void) is identifying the most specific symptom/cause
combination you can and working through how to get the
relevant people to change it. In this example you might
not change the whole benefits system as one charity. But
perhaps you could identify a particular area disproportionately
affecting your clients locally and look to change it or build
relationships with others working to make a bigger change.

Choose
your issue
Root cause analysis

Above ground you can
see the symptoms of
the problem
Whilst below ground
we find the root
cause of the problem

What are you
asking for?
Once you’ve broken down your problem
and understood the specific issues you
want to tackle, it’s time to work out what
you’re asking decision makers to do about
it. Sometimes you might know exactly
what you want — other times you might be
asking decision makers to investigate how
they might be able to respond to a specific
problem differently and to work with you to
ensure their solution delivers for those you
work with.
Either way, it’s important to identify what
can make a difference and whether it is a
realistic goal. Some useful questions to think
through in deciding what to ask for might be:

1.
2.

You know the problems faced by the people who use your services — you see them
every day. What are the symptoms you see in your work (the branches)? Are they
related to each other? This is your bigger problem (the tree trunk). By digging deeper
you can break this down into more specific issues (the roots).
By researching and understanding these further you can start to see where changes
need to be made and to understand which specific piece of work you might want to
focus on. Don’t let the idea of research put you off. As a small charity you don’t have
to be the policy expert — but you do need to be able to share the impact challenges
have on your service users and how this manifests in your work. Some basic research
into this can help you to break down big problems into more specific issues.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What is the change you want to see?
What ideas do you, your staff, service
users and volunteers have to get there?
What are other people doing?
How does your experience compare to
that in other areas?
Is there best practice out there? Could it
work where you are?
Who else is talking about this issue?
What ideas are they proposing?
What research/resources might other
groups have made available?

“
The price of
a successful
attack is a
constructive
alternative.

Saul Alinsky

Maximising impact:
Involving staff, service users and
volunteers in your research
The research process is a great
opportunity to involve your whole
organsiation in developing your
influencing agenda. By asking
people who use your service, staff
and volunteers what they think the
issues are, you can bring your whole
organsiation on the change-making
journey with you. They might also have
amazing ideas for solutions/ideas you
wouldn’t have thought of – meaning
that when it comes to tactics and
implementation, there are a ready made
group of activists who already care
about the issue, should you need them.
Understanding specific examples from
people’s experiences and data from your
service delivery can also help you to make
the strongest possible case when meeting
with decision makers.

Who can make
this happen?

Health: Most areas have a physical and mental health trust, providing
services which are commissioned by Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs),
which are led by GPs. How does your issue link to people’s health outcomes?

Value of Small event, 2018

Key to making change is working out who can deliver what
you want, so that you are targeting the relevant decision
makers. If you don’t know the ‘who’, then you might need to
do some research to find out.
It’s also worth thinking about which other groups might have
an interest in your work — either in favour or against — so
you can identify who can help with getting decision makers
on board. Have a think about who might be good allies in
your influencing strategy (especially allies who might seem
more unusual) as well as who can give you what you want.
While you may already have a relationship with some key
groups, it’s worth thinking about how your issue crosses
over with other groups too.
Here are some key groups you might want to think about
building relationships with (in no particular order)...

Policing & Crime: Police priorities, victim support and budgets are set by
elected Police and Crime Commissioners (PCCs) whilst Chief Constables are
responsible for operational priorities. Probation services manage offenders
in the community. If you already have strong relationships with one group,
could they help you get another on board?
Local Authority: These vary in structure and have different responsibilities in
different areas, but broadly cover a range of public services from social care to
bin collection. Councillors are elected whilst Officers are responsible for delivery.
Is there someone with responsibility for your issue on the Cabinet? Is there a
scrutiny committee that can look at the issue? Are there other councillors who
might have more time to take on your cause? You’ll typically need to think about
how you engage people at different levels to bring about change on the ground.
MPs & UK Government: MPs represent their local constituency and constituents in
Parliament. They can help with brokering relationships and advocate for individuals
both locally and with the UK Government, which set budgets and policy nationally.
AMs & the Welsh Assembly (Wales): AMs represent either a constituency or a
region in Welsh Government. Welsh Government is responsible for areas such
as health, education, public services and the environment in Wales. Is your
issue something that is controlled by Welsh Government? What committees
might be helpful in raising your issue?
Business: Business Improvement Districts (BIDs), Local Enterprise
Partnerships (LEPs) and Chambers of Commerce are examples of regional
business organisations. They are likely to have useful relationships, influence
and expertise as well as some money for community projects.
Civil Society: This includes the voluntary sector and wider community such as
religious and community groups who are rooted in local areas. Are there other
groups who will also be facing the same challenges as you?

If you don’t know exactly who’s who or what their interests are, you can normally
find this out either through searching the relevant organisation’s website or by
speaking to others in your networks. Talk to them about what and who they know,
and asking them to help you make an initial contact.
When you’ve identified who might be relevant to your work, it’s time to think
about their specific interests — are they on your side or opposed to your ask?
What specifically would you like each of them to do? And importantly, how can
you reach them and make them care about your cause? You don’t want to develop
a campaign that only reaches the people who care about the issue already.

Doing your
power analysis

The following chart can be a helpful way of working this out. We’ve included an
example but you can use it to think about your different audiences.

Who

Example:
Local Authority
Commissioner

What do you
need them to:
Think/Feel?

We provide
fantastic services
& have particular
expertise

What do you
need them to:
Do?

Where are they
now?

Consult us first
before beginning
new strategy

Previous lead
knew us well but
we don’t know
the new one

Barriers/
Triggers

Lead hasn’t yet
responded to
approaches

What messages
will they
respond to?

We can help
them achieve
their aims

Now map these key audiences onto the grid overleaf to understand
how powerful (able to act) they are in relation to this issue. This will
identify who might be most helpful/important to engage first and
who you might want to leave until later.
Where people sit on the grid should change as you begin your
influencing work and aim to increase your ability to act whilst getting
others onside.
For example, if you know that the key decision maker is opposed but
everyone else is neutral or supportive, perhaps you want to get those
on the fence on board before going to the decision maker so that it’s
harder for them to say no. Or you could look at who else on the grid
they might listen to and to get them to help you make your case.
Questions to help you map potential stakeholders onto the grid:
1. Think about the competing objectives for what you are trying to
achieve. Who’s already inclined to agree or disagree with your aim?
2. Research the specific interests of the different people and groups.
Why does this matter to them? What is their voting record? Have
they spoken about this publicly?
3. Map (as far as you are able) how much power (the ability to act)
they have in relation to your issue.
4. Where are you?

Making sure you’ve
got the right solution

Use these pages to
plot out your results

Power Analysis Grid
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When you’ve done your research, identified potential
solutions and worked out who can deliver them it’s important
to test how realistic it is.
Worthwhile/Winnable matrix
Most impact

6

4

2

Most realistic

Least realistic

Ability to act on this issue

8

0
Very
opposed

Somewhat
opposed

Neutral
Support for your ask

Somewhat
supportive

Very
supportive
Least impact

A good way to think about this is
to measure potential impact (how
worthwhile an ask is) with how
realistic (winnable) it is that this
change could be made. You want to
pick areas you can win, but which
are also worthwhile to make the
best use of your time.
Now you know what you want,
who can deliver it, why it’s in their
interests to engage and how it is
both winnable and worthwhile.
Now it’s time to get strategic to win
them to your cause.

Choose
your tactics

Think about which tactics work best for you as an organisation,
and which might help/hinder your ability to get decision makers
on board. This isn’t an exhaustive list, so feel free to get creative.

Planning your strategy
Good strategies use a mix of tactics to get decision makers on board.
The table below sets out some tactics you could choose and what they’re best suited
for. Have a think about how you might combine a few of them as part of your strategy:

Digital campaigning

Influence change through online tools such as social media, hashtags, videos and online
petitions. Good for getting the public to support your campaign where groups already have
a large social media following which you can leverage into action and raise awareness of
an issue or cause — particularly amongst younger audiences.

Community organising

A grassroots method of building people power with experts by experience and volunteer
bases to make change happen in their communities. Good for those wanting to use any
campaign to develop their longer term capacity to influence alongside service users.

Direct action/
campaigning

Taking public action to call for change — this can range from creative media actions to big
public events. Good for groups who want to draw wider public attention to their issue or
who are struggling to get a decision maker’s attention.

Share best practice
models

Developing and sharing new forms of delivery, and support to develop these. Good where
charities have solutions and want to influence peers and practitioners.

Legal challenge/
strategic litigation

Taking deliberate legal cases to win a wider argument and set precedence or change the
law. A high investment, high impact strategy that needs ongoing work to implement policy
change even when legal change has been achieved.

Policy & public affairs

Influencing policy development or implementation, working to amend existing policy and
procedures (local and national). Good for groups that are interested in the detail of how
changes are made and have capacity to develop policy expertise.

“Critical Friend”
approach

Feeding into existing mechanisms and using relationships with decision makers to discuss
and raise issues. Helpful for those with existing strong relationships.

Service
re-design

Working with commissioners and providers to redesign and shape services, particularly
helpful if able to be involved during commissioning processes.

Your strategy should be about how you will move the relevant players on your
power analysis grid. It’s important to choose tactics and strategies that are designed
to get your desired outcome, this is what is often meant by a ‘theory of change’.
The first question to ask is:
Is this going to be a one-off engagement or will it require a longer period of action
to get multiple people on board? Consider which order to approach people in.
For each tactic you use/action you take, think about the following when planning
your engagement with decision makers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

What reaction do you want? Which tactics are most likely to help you get it?
Who are the different audiences you are targeting? Do you want them to have
the same/different reactions?
How will you credential yourselves and help decision makers understand why
they should listen to you?
How will you communicate the key need, potential solution you’ve identified
and help decision makers to understand why this will be beneficial to them?
How can you offer to help support decision makers to implement the change?
What time/training/resources or expertise can you offer?
What stories, data and experiences will help you to share why this is important?
Are there ways of involving service users or volunteers in designing your plans?
What makes your interactions with decision makers engaging? Are they fun?
Meaningful? A little outside the ordinary? Do they show off your distinctiveness
as an organisation?
What is your plan if everything goes really well or really badly? Do you have a
best and worst case scenario planned for?

How did it go?

Sure did!
Westminster Summit, 2019

Influencing is more art than science so it’s important to review how
it’s going as you go through the process and amend your plans and
strategy as you learn more, in order to maximise your chances of
success. It’s unlikely your actions will exactly follow your original
plan, as you take advantage of new opportunities and adapt to new
challenges.
Often influencing is a slow and lengthy process involving lots of tries —
so hopefully this flowchart will help you think about where you are on
your journey, what you’re learning and what your next steps should be:

Did you achieve your aim?

Congratulations! Well done on your success. Don’t forget to say thank
you to everyone involved and take time to evaluate what contributed to
your success and update your power analysis for next time. We’d love
to hear about what you’ve done, so do let us know. Then when you’re
ready, pick another issue and have another go. You know you want to….

In a way...
Influencing is hard work, often involves compromise, and what we end up
with might be different to where we started out, so you should be proud
of your work so far. Now is the time to review your progress. Have you
achieved the best outcome in the circumstances or is there more that
realistically you’d want to see happen? If so, evaluate what’s worked so far
and work through the same process to develop your next steps.

Not quite
Don’t give up! Influencing change often takes more than one try. Just think
about the fight for equal marriage, women vicars, or even the right to vote.
The key question here is why?
Take time to evaluate where you came unstuck. Was it the right ask? Did you
get your power analysis right? Did something happen outside your control?
What did you learn about this issue and decision makers through this
process that would help you make different decisions next time?
Is there still a reason to carry on? Could a slightly changed ask or a different
strategy give you a better chance of success? If so, turn back through this
booklet and start again. Or if you’re not sure and you would like more
support, then contact us to talk through your next steps.

For more information on how Lloyds Bank
Foundation can support your influencing
work visit lloydsbankfoundation.org.uk for an
overview of support and resources available.
You can contact our Influencing Officer or a
member of our policy team for help by asking
your Foundation Manager to make you an
introduction.
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charities who help people overcome
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